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Company Milestone
2002: Company Founded in Shenzhen, China

st2003: Released SSI-1000: the 1  15" Portable Color Doppler system in China

st2004: Released SSI-2000: the 1  PC platform Color Doppler system in China

2005: Received the “High Technology Company” award from the PRC government

2007: Received "CHINA TOP BRAND" award in the Medical Equipment Industry

st2007: Released the 1  Real time 4D ultrasound system in China

2008: Received "European Entrepreneurial Company 2008" award from FROST & SULLIVAN

2008: Received "Flagship Company" award in the Medical Equipment Industry in China  

2009: Received "Product Quality Leadership Award 2009" from FROST & SULLIVAN 

2011: Received the Reddot 2011 Product Design Award for S20 in Essen, Germany

2013: Received "Ultrasound Market Growth Leadership Award, 2013" from FROST & SULLIVAN

Company Profile
Since its establishment, SonoScape has been committed to providing high quality medical equipment for the 

healthcare sector. SonoScape specializes in the development and production of diagnostic ultrasound solutions. 

By introducing advanced imaging techniques, SonoScape has improved diagnostic accuracy and therefore 

enabled better health outcomes. Since 2002, SonoScape has reached and benefited millions of people. With the 

world in mind, SonoScape will continue providing more effective and accessible healthcare solutions, through 

persistent innovation and passion for life.

Quote from the Analyst of 
“The Frost & Sullivan Award for Growth Leadership is presented to the company that has demonstrated 

excellence in capturing the highest annual compound growth rate for the last 3 years…The sales of ultrasound 

devices contribute an overwhelming proportion of total revenue, helping the company strengthen its leading 

position to outperform the competitors in the marketplace. With increasing penetration of mid-to high-end 

ultrasound devices, SonoScape is expected to see significant growth potential in the future… “

ISO 13485

2014: Received the iF Product Design Award 2014 for S9 in Munich, Germany



S30 is a powerful and versatile general imaging system that helps meet a wide 

variety of general imaging needs. The sleek console slips easily into tight spaces, 

yet is packed with powerful technology that delivers excellent diagnostic images 

with quality, speed and precision. With the vision of simplicity and performance, 

S30 empowers you to easily make the most of the latest technology available. 

Experience a Renewed 
      Freedom to Use Ultrasound

M-tuning automatic optimization provides image refinement for B-mode and pulse wave 

Doppler studies in one keystroke.

Auto-trace and semi auto-trace make spectral measurements simple and accurate.

Auto IMT enables efficient and streamlined vascular risk assessment studies.

Smart patient file management allows easy access to patient image and data storage, review, 

retrieve and report.

DICOM formatting and various data solutions ensure efficient data transfer and management

S30 helps clinicians perform ultrasound exams that involve comparing images 

to prior examinations. With this feature, clinicians can view a prior study while 

conducting the current exam via a simplified ultrasound workflow.



Excellent Performance Every Day

Novel piezoelectric materials and increased bandwidth of S30 transducers allow the use of wide 

frequency range to capture uniformly clear images, even on the most demanding patients. 

Innovative new THI filters suppress noise in the signal to boost contrast resolution throughout the 

images, displaying highly improved 2D, color flow and spectral Doppler images.

The second-generation μ-scan technology greatly improves the visibility of organs and lesions with 

improved, high-definition contrast resolution that suppresses speckle artifact while maintaining real 

tissue architecture. 

Real-time panoramic and trapezoidal imaging expand your field of view providing additional B-mode 

information and anatomical references of large organs and masses for ease of measurement and 

diagnostic efficiency.

SonoScape provides S30 with compression C-Xlasto elastography to support assessment of tissue 

elasticity. The differences in tissue response are detected and visualized in real-time through different 

graphical representations, which can be particularly helpful in analyzing breast, thyroid and 

musculoskeletal structures. 

S30 features advanced technology that gives you the ability to capture excellent 

images on routine to difficult exams. The innovative system architecture 

provides the foundation for its best-in-class capabilities. All the classic and 

newly invented features will take your imaging to the next level of excellence.



Every design decision on the S30 is made with patient and user comfort in mind, 

reducing stress without compromising diagnostic performance. The S30 has 

features designed to help enhance workflow, mobility and convenience, including:

Highly maneuverable, 
highly mobile four-
wheeled platform makes 
portable exams easy

19 inch flat LCD display with 
articulating arm for  viewing 
from any angle

Extended PC keyboard

Four active transducers 
ports improve your flexibility 

in moving through a wide 
range of applications

The fully height-adjustable 
control panel enables 
optimal positioning with just 
one touch

10 inch interactive graphic 
touchscreen helps facilitate 

uninterrupted scanning

ECG connector

CW probe port
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